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Bus Route 

Bus -2 

Khobar Shamaliha street 1-18 - Akarabiya 4 – Sea View compound 

 

Bus - 3 

Dallah -  91 - Kolliya college - Koranatha -  Jalawiyya -  Anood - Naqeel -  Gazzaz -  Adama 

Labour court back -  Madeenath Ummal - Abdullah Fahad 

 

Bus - 4 

Olayya (Akrabiyah) - Tuqba 1-15; -  Sayoniya 1-20 –  

 

Bus-5 

Doha -  Muhauiss Compound -  Dhana -  KFUPM -  Abdulla Fahad  Eskan 

 

Bus-6 

Thuqba 15-30 -  Boyaniya 20-30 - Shamaliya -17 

 

Bus - 10  

Euro Village -  Golden Village -  Akrabiyah 

 

BUS-11: 

Dammam - Darrir mall Maborakiya - Zahoor -  Corniche Lulu back -  Thaclaus Hospital -  Badar 

Hospital - Seiko Adama -  soudi post - Grand mart - Thebaissi -  Naziriya. 

 

BUS-12 

Khobar Shamaliha 18-27 - Bandhariya  -  Extra back side - Suwaikath compound -  CC 

compound - Jarrir back side -  New Panda. 
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Transport Rules 

1. All bus users are expected to follow transport rules strictly to ensure safety and 

security. Those who violate these rules will not be permitted to use the facility 

any further.  

2. Obey the bus driver.  

3. Sit in the seat allotted to you.  

4. Avoid walking inside the moving bus.  

5. Segregation rules are expected to be followed in the bus.  

6. Speak softly and maintain discipline.  

7. Littering in the bus is to be avoided.  

8. Use English as the common language.  

9. Avoid keeping bags in the aisle or on the seat.  

10. Avoid eating in the bus.  

11. Respect the school property. Tampering with the interiors of the bus will be 

viewed seriously.  

12. Allow KG pupils and juniors to sit first.  

13. Any change in destination for a short period is permitted only after a written 

request is submitted to the Principal, minimum 15 days prior. However, 

permission will be granted based on the route/space availability.  

14. Please note that transport fee will be charged for the month even if 

discontinued in the middle of the month.  

15. To ensure safety, parents are requested to be present at the destination to send 

and receive their wards.  

16. In order to cancel transportation, the cancellation request should be submitted 

to the school office 15 days before the beginning of the month.  

17. Transport cancellation request for February and March to be submitted to the 

school office on or before 31st December. No cancellation requests will be 

entertained after 15th January. 

************** 


